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STRUCTURES AND STRENGTH OF AUSFOlli~D STEELS 

Om Johari 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
Department of Mineral Technology, College of Engineering, 

University of California, Berkeley, California · 

January 1965 

ABSTRACT 

Substructures of conventional and ausformed steels were examined 

using transmission electron microscopy to determine the causes of 

strengthening of these steels and to better understand the role of the 

parameters of ausforming. Steels based on Fe-25% Ni-0.3%C, with car-

bide forming alloying elements (Cr, V and Mo) were examined in both 

austenitic and martensitic conditions. Undeformed steels wer~studied 

and compared with steels ausformed 8 and 30% at 100°C and 500°C. Dark 

. field analyses were done in most cases to study.· substructural features 

such as precipitates and twinning. 

-Precipitates and a high density of dislocations. were observed in 

austenites and martensites of all 30% ~usformed steels. A critical 

amount of ausforming was necessary to nucleate the precipitates and 

this amount was between 8 and 30% in all the steels examined. The 

precipitates are identified as Fe
3
c, VC, MoC and probably Cr

23
c6 . For 

the steels containing carbide formers, neither the precipitates could 

be grown nor the dislocation density reduced by lov temperature 

tempering in'the microscope. Similar treatments produced. extensive 

growth of cementite in Fe-Ni-C steel and this accounts for their 
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the two temperatures of deformation and different compositions of the 

steels showed little substructural diffe~ences. 

The higher strength resulting from ausforming is primarily due to 

the increased dislocation density. The precipitates pla.y an important 

role by providing sites for dislocation multiplication and pinning. 

The role of carbon in strengthening was mainly through providing 

precipitates. No systematic variation of martensite plate sizes with 

a us forming para1·neters could be detected. 

The extent of twinning in·martensites decreased with increasing 

amount of ausforming. This suggested that the occurrence of transforma-

tion twinning ivas favored by a low Ms temperature. Twinning in some 

a.ustenites was observed. This may be due to the effects of solutes 

in lowering the stacking fault energy. The absence of twinning and 

the high density of dislocations probably accounts for the better 

ductility of a.usformed steels. 

It is proposed that explosive deformation of ausformed steels; 

alloying and ausforming to give deformable precipitates) and explosive 

deformation of dispersion hardened materials containing suitable pre-

cipitates be investigated further to obtain materials with higher 

strength and" better ductility. 

, 
' 
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I. I1~RODUCTION 

Cold working has always been used as a lvay of strengthening 

materials) though usua,lly at .the expense of ductility. Hovrever: with 

the increasing demand for stronger and tougher materials) ne1v \·lays of 

strengthening have been developed. Thermal-mechanical treatments) 

consisting of introducing mechanical strain at some point of a heat 

,treatment cycle) have been developed to obtaL~ further improvement in 

strength and toughness. Ausforming is one such thermal mechanical. 

treatment in which metastable austenite is deformed without recrystall

ization before transformation to martensite. 1 In this process the 

steel selected has to be such that a suitable metastable austenite 

region (the so-called bay region) is produced in vrhich austenite can 

be worked) and the hardenability of the steel is so adjusted that it 

dqes not transform to non-martensi tic products anyv1here during the 

deformation. By this process the tensile strength is raised. as much 

. 2 
as 30 - 50%) with usually an enhancement of ductility and toughness. 

The increased strength of ausformed steels is directly proportional to 
"' 

the amount of deformation. 3 

This ausforming process has been the subject of numerous investi-

1~. 
gations which have been recently reviewed by Phillips and Duckworth) 

.and Marshall. 5 The main metallurgical interest has centered around 

optimizing the process parameters so that the best combination of 

strength and ductility is obtained. These parameters (viz.) temperature 

of deformation) amount of deformation) carbon content) alloy content) 

tempering time and temperature) and austenitizing conditions) are) 
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howeverJ intimately related and it is difficult to make generalizations 

( Ph , 1 " Du k --- 4) about the process see e.g. L. ips ana c vor vh • 

For ausforming to be beneficial) it is essential that the steel 

contain some carbon (>0.1%). The results o; Floreen et al.
6 o~ stain-

less steels clearly prove that in steels where carbon is absent,· cold 

working gives higher strength than ausforming. Hm·rever: the exact role 

played by carbon has been rather unclear, although a n~~ber of sugges-

tions have been recently put fonrard, e. g. precipitation hardening from 

alloy carbides J 7 -ll although no direct evidence for precipi ta.tion has 

been found until this research vas done. Solid solution strengthening 

by carbon is knovm to be an important factor in martensite strength 

(e.g. Cohen12 ), and it should be a contributing factor in ausformed 

steels also. Hovever, the carbon content has to be l\:ept lov to obtain 

better ductili ty13 and to avoid large amounts o.f retained austeni tes. 

Apart from the three factors mentioned so far J viz. vTOrl;;: hardening 

due to mechanical working of austenite) precipitation hardening due to 

" possible carbide precipitation· during or after deformation and solid 

solution hardening due to carbon) two _other effects have been considered 

for strengthening in marJcensi tic steels. Tney are tHinning14 due to 

the transformation strain and refinement of martensite plates due to 

worked austenite. 11
: 15 S-p=ich and Swann16 have shmm in the case of 

Fe-Ni martensites that internal twins are not an important strengthening 

mechanism, because no sharp increase in strength was observed 11hen 

internally twinned martensite plates appeared. The vork on explosively 

. 17 
deformed nickel also showed that t;.;inning does not appreciably increase 

... _ . ' 
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the strength. These results indicate that twinning is not ~~ important 

mode of strengthening. Although refinement of martensite plates was 

. l t' ht ' b . ' ' .co .J.. • ' th ' l5 prev~ous y noug -r,o e an 11npor0an0 .Lac vor ln s -c.reng '- enlng) there 

are observations which would suggest that this :nay not be so. 7 

With deformation of austenite there is an increase in dislocation 

density. If these dislocations are to be effective in strengthening) 

it is essential that they survive the transforma.tion s.usteni te to mar-

tensite. The dislocations could aid in inducing precipitation by increasing 

directly or indirectly the diffusivity of alloying elements. Before pre-

cipitation occurs) it is likely that carbon forms atmospheres about dis-

locations. Depending on the temperature and amount of deformation) the 

nucleation of carbides may be very high) but the growth rate would be 

limited. From thermodynamical considerations) alloy carbides rather 

than cementite are likely to precipitate under usual conditions. The 

alloy .carbides formed would therefore be very fine and difficult to 

detect. Previous thin foil) and extraction replica work have not been 

successful :j.n determining the existep.ce of such carbides.7-9 Thus) so 

far) there has been no direct evidence of carbide precipitates. This 

briefly summarizes the current thinking about strengthening of ausformed 

steels. 

From the review so far) it is apparent that most of the work done 

on ausformed steels has been either on mechanical properties or on 
. I 

explaining these on the basis of some metallographic and. extraction 

replica work} but :no attempt has been made to study the substructure in 

detaiL The present work is an attempt in this direction. Steels were 
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designed with a view to provide a range of temperatures for deformation 

to enable examination of both metastable deformed austenite at roon1 

temperature, and of martensite obtained by quenching these austenites 

in liquid nitrogen. A base composition of Fe-25 Ni-0.3C 1-ras utilized.. 

With a constant carbon content of 0.3%, ·the alloying elements and nickel 

content were adjusted to provide a favorable Ms. Three different alloy-

ing elements, V, Cr and M~were investigated to find which of the three 

·was most beneficial. Three important parameters were chosen for this 

work, viz.degree of deformation (undeformeci,S% and 30%), temperature 

of deformation (100° and 500°C), and composition. The steel compositions 

and their Ms temperatures are listed in the table bel_ow. The steels vlill 

be referred to by their heat numbers • 

. TABLE I 

o/oAlloying Austenitizing 
Heat No. %c %Ni Element Temperature· Ms 

/ 

1410 0.3 27-94 l200°C - soc 

1398 0.28 24.92 4.50 Mo l200°C Below-77oC 

1541 0.32 16.40 4.72 Cr l200°C -16°C 

1402 0.29 24.73 1.85 v l290°C - 3aC 

This work was jointly undertaken with the research laboratories of· 

the Ford Motor Company at Dearborn, Michigan and Newport Beach, California, 

who prepared the steels and carried out the mechanical testing. The 

electron metallography and correlation to mechanical properties was the 

objective of this thesis. Prelimina.ry results of the investigation ·Here 

' ·.; 
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II. EXPERIMEJ\lTAL 

The composition of the steels investigated is given in Table I. 

The steels were given thermal mechanical treatments at the Ford Laboratory 

(described in Appendix I). For the electron microscopy, 10 samples Here· 

taken from each steel as described belO"'iv: tHO from steels With no 

deformation - one austenitic, and one transformed to martensitej four 

from steels deformed at l00°C. -tvlO 8% and two 30% deformed, one each for 

each deformation in untransformed and transformed conditicnsj and simil-

arly four from steels deformed at 500°C. 

As was found later, the Ms of steel 1398 was too low and hence-very 

little martensite was detected in the microscope. The Ms for steel 1402 

was higher, and almost all steels show~d the presence of martensite, 

more so in case ofdeformed steels because Ms is raised by deformation. 

Specimens 0.005 ins. thick, obtained by chemical polishing in 30% 

H2o2 - phosphoric acid solution after thermal mechanical treatment, viere 

supplied by the Ford Laboratory. These were then electropolished using 

_the window technique in chromic acid-a9etic acid (270 cc glacial acetic 

acid, 14 cc distilled water and 60 gm chromic acid) solution. Thin 

foils were cut from the polished sheets, mounted in single or double 

tilt stages, and examined in a Siemens Elriliscope Ib microsco-pe, operated 

at 100 KV. In order to preserve as clean a surface as possible the 

specimens were examined immediately after preparation, but .traces of 

films (probably oxide) were observed in some cases. 

The dark field technique was mostly used to study the precipitates·, 

< •- r-- ,_,_ __ "•_ 

,: 

' ' 

f"' ' 

f. 

"' .. , 
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j 
twins) or other fine· structures. · It will become clear .. d'llring "~he 

l 
t ' 

'discussion of results .that ·dark field work. is an absolute nece~si ty in 
; 

this type of electron microscopic investigation. The dark field· images 
;' · . 

. , 
. . ' . can be obtained eitl~erbygun tilt or 'l'lithout gu...'1 tilt .. Althocigh it is 

q_uicker to obtain dark.field images without tilting the gun:.maximu.TD. 

resolution is obtained only when the electron glm is tilted so :that 
' 

the diffracted rays pass down the optical axis of the electron microscope. 

Emphasis is placed on a detailed metallographic analysis of the 

various substructural features in austenite and martensite. These 

include dislocation arrangements, precipitation) and microtvrinning: and 

involved examination of many electron micrographs and diffraction patterns. 

:::· 
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III. RESULTS 

The steels will be referred to by their heat nu.c'1ibers (Table I). 

When "alloy steels" are referred to: this means steels containing car

bide forming alloying elements in addition to nicl\:el and carbon (e.g. 

steels 1398) llJ.02 and 1541). 

A. Structure of Austenite 

l. 0 and 8% Deformation 

Figure 1 shovlS the structure of austenite for steel 1410 in the unde

formed state. The structure shows that in many areas very fei-T disloca

tions are present (e.g. l(a)), but some areas shovr a relatively' high 

density (e.g. Figs. l(b)J 2). This indicates that the austenit,izing 

treatment does not anneal out all of the dislocations) lvhich is not 

surprising because of the relatively low temperature (Tc:.ble I). The 

dislocations in Fig. 2(a) all lie along the traces of (lll} slip planes) 

(lying at 60° to each other) the foil orientationbeing [lll]). This 

1vas also true of steels deformed 8% (e.g. Fig. 3). In all these cases 

no evidence for any precipitation vras observed. These structures are 

similar to dislocation substructures observed in other plastically 

deformed metals and indicate that the deformation normally takes place 

by slip and not twinning. The density of dislocations observed depends 

on the orientation of the area being examined and its relation to the 

deformation process) i.e. the amount of resolved shear strain. 

2. 30% Deformation 

In contrast to the structure of 0 and 8% deformed steels) the 

r· 
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structure after 30% deformation was different. Structures such as 
··, 

shmm in Fig. 4( for steel 1398L consisting mainly of dislocation 

ta.ngles i·rere now observed. The cell walls do not lie parallel to slip 

' .. planes, indicating considerable cross slip has occurred. Dislocations 

lie along the slip planes for metals vri th lovr stacll:ing fault energy and 

the observation of tangles would suggest a rise in stacking fault energy 

which favors cross slip. This is tal~ing place by the removal of 

alloying elements by precipi ta.tion, although this micrograph and like-

wise mny other plates vrere tal):en vrhich sho~11ed no visible evidence of 

precipitation in bright field. However, when darl): 'field work 'ivas done, 

it beca~e clear that small precipitates were present in the steels. 

Figure 5 shows a bright and dark field pair from steel 1398, 30% 

deformed at 500°C. The diffraction pattern in (c) is [Oll], with the 

dark field micrograph taken on spot A, 'lvhich as shmm in the following, 

includes a precipitate reflection as well as the (lll) matrix reflection. 

Reversal of contrast indicates the presence of precipitates. 

Some of the austenitic steels were also examined using the XRD-5 

diffractometer. I" 0 This gave a lattice parameter of about 3.oOA for 

a.ustenite and showed no evidence for the presence of carbides. The 

electron diffraction pattern (Fig. 5(c)) shows streaks near the 200 and 

220 type spots, vrhich are seen more clearly .in Fig. 6(cL alont; with 

faint continuous rings. From the measurements of the distances of 

J' . • these streaks, the 'd' values corresponding to these can be approxim.:1tely 

obtained from the· camera constant eg_uation. The tvro average 'd' values 

so calculated for streaks near 200 and 220 spots for the electron 
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diffraction patterns in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, and others (not submitted 

here), correspond to nearly 2.lOA and l.~-5A, respectively. 

For austenites, dlll == 2.08A, so that one of the ce.rbide diffrac

tion spots (with d""' 2.10A) i·rill coincide ivith "che matrix spot, and the 

precipitates vrill change contrast 'irhen the de.rk field micrograph is 

taken at a (lll) spot (e.g. Fig. 5(b)), as vrell as at the streaks. 

Normally, hovrever, the streak or ring is too faint to be seen on the 

microscope.screen (Fig. 6(c)), and the dark field micrographs are taken 

iV'ith the objective aperture placed over a 200 matrix spot. The corres-

pending streak is also included in the aperture so that contrast rever-

sal for carbides is also obtained (Fig. 6(b)). Some times this can give 

rise to striking contrast reversal (Fig. r((b)). The presence of precip-

itates in this steel is thus confirmed. Precipitates are not producint; 

strain contrast because their dark field- iinage is of w'1iform intensity 

(Figs. 5, 6 and 7 for steel 1398), i.e. not blacl\:-;v-hi te n lobed" images 

19 expected from coherent precipitates such as G.P.· zones. It is con-

eluded, therefore, that they are incoherent, i.e. discreet dispersoids 

rather than clusters or zones. 

Similar observations regarding the presence of precipitates·vere 

made on the other steels. Figure 8 shows the substructure containing 

. a high density of dislocations and precipitates in chromiu;11 and 

vanadium* steels, (steels 1541 and 1402, respectively). It vas 

observed from the diffraction patterns in all cases that the streal\:s .or 

faint rings (as in Figs. 5, 6 and 7) due to precipitates appeared again 

· ·X·In the case of deformed vanadium steel, as mentioned earlier, it always 
contained some martensite. The area shown is therefore retained auster1ite. 

t 
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near the 200 and 220 spots. This may suggest the possibility of some 

orientation relationship between the precipitate and .the matrix;· however; 

this cannot be derived because of insufficient reflections. The obser-

vations of these streaks does not necessarily imply an orientation 

relationship because the intensity of precipitate reflection n1ay be 

enhanced due to som~ overlap with the intensity of the matrix reflection 

(e.g. in Fig. 6) the intensity of the faint continuous ring is higher 

near the matrix spot than elseivhere). 

Sometimes thin edges of the foil polygonized and in these regions· 

the precipitates were observed to be larger than else-v.rhere. This is 

probably associated -vrith the ease with wh:i,ch the dislocations anneal 

from very thin edges as a result of heatine; of the sample in the micro-

scope because of the electron beam. One such case is shown in Fig. 9 

for steel 1398. The measurements from the ring pattern and the.results 

therefrom are recorded in 'I'able II. The darl<:: field. image from a point 

·on the first ring shows the contrast reversal for precipitates. The 

carbide rings also include the sa.'lle d-spacings as were obtained from the 

spot patterns (Figs. 5) 6 and 7). Although the 1 d 1 values of carbides 

obtained are not very accurate) it is possible to identify the carbides 

for s~eel 1398; In the literature) 20 there are t1vo carbides reported. 

for molybdenum) MoC and Mo2c J both of vrhich are hexagonaL \iithin the 

accuracy of results in Table II) .both carbides show lir:.es at 1 d 1 values 

of l. 46A and lower. .· However Mo2 C shows no line with 1 d 1 value in the 

0 0 

neighborhood of 2.1A. The existence of a 1 d 1 ·value of"" 2.J..Jl. proves 

that the precipitates are MoC a,nd not Mo
2
c. 

'-------· 
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TABLE II 

Measurements from Fig. 9; for steel 1398 (Ivlo steel) 

Observed. 
Diameter of Austenitic lUngs Probable Carbid.e ' Ring No. Rings in Cm Ratios hk£ fOl" 1'-12~ ~rix fdt values·:<-

0 

1 4 1 lll 2.08A 

2 4.6 1.15 200 

3 5.6 l. L~6A 

4 6.55 1.63 220 

'. 

5. . 7.0 l.l8P. 

6 7.65 1.91 311 

7 8.0 . 2.00 222 
0 

8 8.1 0-99A 

9 8.6 o.9t1-f. 

10 9-10 2.28 400 

11 10.0 2.50 331 

12 10.3 2.58 420 

*These values are dcalculate.d. from the camera constant equation. 
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Similar observations in the polygonized part of the foil ivere ma.d.e 

on Cr steels (Fig. 10). Calculati'ons of 'd' values from the ring 

pattern and its comparison vii th the 'd' values obtainable from the J\STivl 

card file20 presented similar difficulties as in the case of steel 1398 

lvhere the rings for lov7er 'd: values could not be used to identify the 

carbides definitely due to the limited accuracy of the calculated 
0 

results. The line in the neighborhood of 2. l.A. is present in all the 

three Cr-carbides reported (e.g. at 2.05A for Cr
23

c6; 2.12 and '2.0l~A 

for Cr
7

c
3 

and 2.12 and 2.10A for cr
3

c2 ). In this case 7 therefore 7 

from these observations positive identification of carbides cannot be 

made. These results are; however~ not in disagreement 

replica k
18 . h . h ' h . . t ' f ' ' wor ln vl lC -c "e preclpl a-ces Here ounQ -co ,o C"' ,... ·e .L

2
--,v..- • 
.) t> 

Similar diffraction experiments enabled the precipitates in vanadiw~ 

steel ( 1402); to be identified as VC and in steel· 1410 as cementite. 

These identifications are based on the best fit obtained from the com-

paris on of the electron diffraction data of the present \vork vi th the 

previous published x-ray results.
20 

However 7 since only a few lines 

could be observed for each carbide· the results of identification me.y 

not b~ conclusive. 

In Fig. 10 two dark field micrographs are shown (band c) 7 one of 

which (c) is taken with the aperture inside the first ring. Most 

carbides have ·'d' spacings which are higher than the minimum 'd' spacine;s 

for the matrix (2.lA for (lll) in the case of fcc austenite and 2.08.~ 

for (110) in the case of martensit~s), e.g. there are six more lines 
0 

with 'd' spacings higher than_2.05A for .cr
23

c6 . If enough carbides are 
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present, these vrill give rise to some faint spots (-Hhich may not be 

easily visible) inside the first ring. A dark fielci micrograph inside ,-. 

the first ring may; therefore, under a.p:propria:ce conditions: s"Dol·l con-· 

trast reversal for some precipitates. This is seen in Fig. lO(c). It 

is obvious; however; that for such effects to shOi'' up, many -precipitates 

of different orientations should be present. This is unlil<.:ely to be 

the case when precipitates are small and possibly not random. 

Observations v1ere made on steels defOl"'Yned at l00°C also, and they 

showed similar evidence of precipitation. Due to the complexities of 

the structure observed; it is not possible to meanir..gfully measure and 

compare the sizes of the precipitates or dislocation densities obtained 

at l00°C and 500°C. From the observations there is very little differ-~ 

ence in the structures observed after the 100°C and the 500°C ausforn1ing. 

3. Tvrinned Austeni tes 

In a fe'lv areas of 30% deformed austenite of Mo stei (steel 1398) some 

evidence of mechanical t1vinning '\vas observed: both for 500°C anC. l00°C 

deformation. .An example is shown in Fig. ll. The diffraction pattern 

is [110] and the twins lie on either (lll) or (lll) planes, so that the 

twin spots coincide with some of the matrix spots.
21 

The analysis of 

this pattern (see Appendix II) and the dark field ivorl~ sho1v that the 

structure is twinned. The dark field at spot A sh01.,rs no reversal of 

• 
contrast for twins, but it does change contrast for the precipitates 

and some of the dislocations in the matrix; showing that '.!.. • 
lu lS not ·a 

twin s·pot. .At spot B, contrast reversal for twins takes place, as 

would be expected, because this 220 spot remains same after. tvrinning 
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on either of the (lll} planes mentioned above. 

Although very fevl tvrinned areas vrere found j_n Mo steel) no evidence 

for hrinning i·las found in austeni tes of the other steels. This is the 

first time that mechanical twinning has been observed in austenitic 

steels that can undergo the marten·s·i tic transfonEation. 

E. Structures of Martensites 

1. 0 and 8% Ausformed Steels 

During the transformation austenite to martensite the lattice invar-

. t h b l" ~ - . 22 
~an s ear occurs · y s ~p or ~_,vannlng. Previous vrork has shoim that 

twinned substructures are preferred when the solute content is high) 

i.e. when the :tf.tS. temperature is lovT. The occurrence of· hrinning may 

also be related to stacking fault energy although no direct evidence 

f' th . h . t b . " Tb TJ" ll - N. -'-t. 14 ~ ' ~ _or lS as ye. een reporcec.. 1' .us) l\.e y anc. 1 uc. ~ng I ounce a 1 ei-7 

internally twinned xnartensi te plates in plain carbon steels containing 

as lmv as O.l4%c. The relative number of these plates increased i·Tith 

carbon content. S',rann and Speich
16 

found tvrinning in Fe-Ni alloys 

above 25% Ni. There is not a sharp transition from dislocations to 

twinning and both are usually observed 'even in concentrated solid 

solutions. The densest twinned area seem to coincide ivith the so called 

mid-rib near the centers of martensite plates. 

T:'le martensi tes of unausformed steels shmved both tivinned and. 

untwinned structures. This is to be expected because the steel campo-

si tion is based on 25% Ni and 0. 3%C. Figure l2 shows ti-ro of the mid-

·rib t1-.rinned structures from an unausformed specimen. The high density 

of tivinning at the mid-rib decreases out1varcis to the edge of the plate. 
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These twins are not always continuous. A high.dislocation density can 

also be seen in the micrograph of Fig. l2(b). • 

The twins lie along the traces of ( 112 )]VI planes and the ana lye; is 

of their diffraction pattern is greatly simplified by a technique 

. ' 21 
described by Johari and Thomas. ~ The stereographic projection is an 

aid in solving these patterns, and some of the stereograms a:::e ·submitted 

in Appendix II. 

Similar transformation twinning v1as also observed in alloy steels 

and an example is shown in Fig. 13,, for steel 1398. Figure l3(a) shm·iS 

the structure. as observed in bright field, vihile . the d.ar};: field image 

of the reflection A showed some evidence of tHinning (Fig. 13(b) ), the 

contrast of -vrhich could be considerably improved by proper tilting 

(Fig. 13(c)). The twins, as seen in Fig. l3(c), do not seem to be 

continuous, but are broken along the line, 1-rhich in this case is the 

trace of the ( Oll) plane, the slip plane in bee .structures. Observations 

f h d . t. t h b , . ~ "- 1 23' 2L~' 25 o sue lscon lnuous vrins • ave een maQe oer ore on s vee s , as 

vrell as explosively deformed Cu-Al alloys. 
26

. As the martensi tic reaction 

takes place over a range of temperature, the region to transform could 

first be transformed by slip or t1-rinning shears. If it transformed 

first by a twinning shear, tvrinning \·Till take place and the defo::.·ma tion 

produced as a result of later transformation may cause the tlvins to 

slip. If the first shea,r is slip, many dislocations Hill be introduced 

in the matrix, and if the ti·rinning shear occurs afterivarcls, in these 

areas, the twins would not be continuous but broken because of their 

interaction with dislocations already present. :More experimer..ts 8.Y'e 
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req_uired before the· phenomenon of discontinuous tuinning can be ftllly 

understood. 

The structures of 8% e.usformed steels ·Here similar to those of 

una:,tsformed steels)· except that the relative amount of tv:innin13 1-;as 

much less than in une.usformed steels. Figure 14 sho1·rs t1.;o micrographs 

from 8% ausformed steel 1410. In both cases the tvrins lie alone; the 
! 

traces of (ll2)lv1 planes. In Fig. 14(a) 1 a darl\: field micrograph is 

submitted shmving that some of the features of the t'lvinned. structure 

are better resolved in dark field than in bright field . 

Both martensite e.nd retained austenite \·rcre observed after 0 e.nd 

8% ausforming. Figure 15 shows t1.;o such structures for lli'18.usformed 

andFig·. 16:f'Or 8% ausformed 1410 steel. Structures similar to 

F . 15( ) h b · 1 b db K 11 ' ~r ~· · 27 . ~g. · . a _ ave een prevlous y o serve . y _ e y c.l1Q NLluT.lng. rrrom 

observations· .of these steels it vas not possible to suggest any change 

in size of :rnartensite plates as a result of prior austenite deformation; 

e.g. a cOmparison of .the four ·micrographs in Figs • 15 and 16 as vrell as 

others not included here show clearly that the change in martensite 

plate size) if e.ny). is not uniform. 

Specimens ausformed 8% at either 100°C or 500°C shoHed no evidence 

_ for precipitation either before or after transformation to ma.r"censj_ te. 

It was possible to induce precipitation) in a fe1.;r cases in steel 11+10} 

by slight beam hE~ting (i.e. tempering in the microscope)) an example 

of which. is sho1.ffi in Fig. 17. There are no extra spots but streaM 

along directions perpendicular to the habit plari'es of the prccipi tates 

are seen in the diffraction patterns. It is not posSible to identify 
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the precipitates in this case, although they must be 2. for:n of ir·on 

carbide. The plates seem to be lying on (112} planes and tlJ.is 
25 

suggests 

that the precipitates are probably cementite. Terr.:.perin[S of bull\. 1410 

conventional martensite also produces Fe
3
c as shm·.rn by carbon extraction 

l
. 18 

rep ~cas. 

2. 30% Ausformed Steels 

The substructures observed in martensites formed after 30% ausforming 

in all the steels showed evidence for precipitation ~>rhich is not sur-

prising since the austeni tes after 30% deformation also shor,;ed precip-

itates (section III-A-2). Figui·e 18(a) shm-1s a bright field image in 

vhich it is difficult to resolve precipitation. Ho1.;ever, once the 

dark field microgra·ph (Fig. 18(b)) is taken, then, ·as in the case of 

austenites, precipitation is clearly evident. By sinilar darl\. field 

work, it was proved that precipitates 1-rere also present in the other 

steels. There appears to be no change in the number or distribution 

of carbides from the austenitic to the martensitic state. 

Rings and streal<::s were not observed in the case of ma:ctensites 

obtained from deformed austeni tes, though as seen in some of the darl\. 

field micrographs, contra.st reversal for precipitates 1-.ras obtain~~d 

(Fig. 18(b)). The reason for the non-observance of precipitate 

reflections is simply due to the fact that the d-spacings of precipitate 

and matrix are nearly the same; hence, both sets of reflections coincide 

. (e.g:. for the first two allow·ed reflections for martensites d
110

"' 2.03]., 

and d200 .;;· 1.47A and the observed d-spacings for carbides (Table II) are 
0 . 

2.08 and L46A). 
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The structure of these steels -vras, in general, very complex due 

to the effects of -vrorl~ing and precipitation and because retaineci 

austenite was ahrays present.~ Figure 19 shm·rs such a complex structure 

for s.teel 1402, from which it is seen tha.t the dislocation d.ensi ty for 

· retained austenite ( y) is very high. The martens i tic areas a.ls'o contain 

a high density of dislocations (Fig. 20). These may not be revealed in 

.. ;. 
. soi:neareas (Fig. 2l(a)), because of the orientation, but once the 

specimen is tilted, dislocations 
.. 

are clearly seen as shmm in Fig. 2l(bL 

· .. 
The diffraction patterns of these steels are very complex and shO\·T 

very many spots, ·e.g. due to the small size of martensi·te plates various 

orientations of the martensites and precipitates are .illu.'1linated. This 

was, at times, further complicated by diffraction from retained austenite. 

Figure 22 shows such a diffraction pattern and its analysis, -vrhile in 

Fig. 23 the corresponding image 2.nd dark field micrographs from three 

spots are shown. 

The an2.lysis of this diffraction pattern is facilitated by forminc; 

the dark field images of separate reflections arising from different 

.parts of the area u..-r:.der investigation .. As seen in Fig. 23(b) and (c),. 

dark fields· of spots A and C separate out t1-10 martensite plates 1-rhich 

are i.n [lil] and [001] orientation, respectively. The da:d: field 

microgr2.ph at spot B, hovrever, also includes pa.rt of the reflection 

from spot A (due _to the limited aperture size). i·ihen these aren.s are 

separated, the austenite lying between the tHo martensite plates M
1 

<:;.ncl 

~'- is seen to reverse in contrast. Reflection E is from the austC::ni te 

(y) having orientation [liOJ, and it is seen from the diffraction po.tte:cn 
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that the [110] axis f'or both JYI1 and M2 is parallel to the [lll] axis of 

the austenite. This is one of the orientation relatio21slcips expected 

from a Bain transformation and has been reported in sorr.e of the Fe-IiTi 

.l.. •t 22 mar ~,enrn es . Sometimes areas showing only one mal·tensite and one 

austenite orientation could be observed (Fig. 24), vihich satisfied. the 

relationship [llO]M j j [lll]y -vrithin 3°. Fro::n these observations, it is 

not possible to arrive at the general orientation relationships as have 

been reported in other examples 
.1.. • • .. • + f . ' . 22,28 

Of marvenSl~lC urans· Orma~lons. 

Unlike unausformed steels the st1·ucture of martensi tes after 30% 

ausforming shm..red very little twinning. In some cases no evidence for 

tHinning was found, vrhi le in others, very fevl areas vrere tv;inned; i.e. 

Fig. 25 for steel 1398 (l>1o). T-vrinning is also present in the a1.1.stenite 

df this steel (after 30% deformation} Fig. ll). As steel 1398 had a 

very lovr Ms, most of the structure in this case vas retained austenite 

containing a heavy density of dislocations and precipitates. n-~e 

·retained austenite also sho1..red mechanical tvins in a fe'\·T areas of steel 

·. 1398 (Fig. 26). Figure 27 sho-vrs similar examples of tvrim1ed martensite 

in steels 1410 and 15 41. In all co,ses the twin plane in ms.:c·tensi te is. 

one of the (112} variants and dislocations and precipitates are CJ.li·iays 

present in the martensites. 

The effect of slight beam heating during microscopy observat.ion 

of martensite was also investigated. It vras found that, in genc:ral; 

beam heating produced no visible effects on the size of the ;_:Jreci·pi tatcs 
f 

or distribution·ofdislocations in the three 30% ausformed alloy steels. 

The behavior of 30% ausformed ·steel 1410 ·1-1as different; end as 
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mentioned in describing martensites from 8% deformed austenites, 

precipitation of cementite was observed. Figu:ce 28 shm·rs the martensites 

with precipitates and dislocations after slight beam heabng. On l1e2.t-

ing a little longer; the precipi ta.tes grOi·! in size e.nd give rise to a 

1v1dmanstatten structure 1 as observed in Fig. 29(b). The cementite 

precipitates lie on (ll2) and (121) ple.nes 1 i.e. the twin planes; the 

foil being in approximately [ 115] orientation. Figure 30 shm;s bright 

and dark field images from steel 1410 deformed at 100°C 1 and the 

diffraction pattern lvith its analysis is given in Fig. 31. This 

pattern clearly verifies that the precipitates are cem.enti te 1 as vrell 

as affording the following orientation relationships: 

[211] II [ool],., ·c 
a .re . 3 

[Oil] II [lOO]Fe C a 
3 

( 1) 

[lll] II [OlO]Fe C a 
3 

·BesJ.·d s th b (1) t' · -~., · ... "· 1 '· h" 29 e .e a ave 1 nere J.s ano~ner orJ.en~acJ.ng re_aGJ.ons J.P 

reported for cementite which is as follows: 

(013)Fe3C II (011) 
a 

(2) 
[010 ]Fe3C I J 

[lll] 
a 

The present results clearly establish that the valid relationship is 

as given in relations .. (l) above . 

C. S~mary of Observations on Austenites 

1. The dislocations lie along the traces of slip planes up to at 

least 8%_deforma.tion. This 1-muld probably continue to be so 1·:ith 

further deformation U.."lless precipitation tal\:es place. 
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2. A critical amount of deforme.tion is necessary to nucles.te oi)ser-

vable precipitates. The results suggest that in e.ll the four steels 

examined this critical value lies bet>veen 8 and 30% deformation. 

3. The deformation substn;.cture; consists of tansles of ciisloce.tions 

with precipitates after 30% defol'mation. 

4. The precipitates are found to be Fe
3
c (for steel lL~lO); VC (for 

steel 1402), and MoC (for steel 1398). The precipitates in the case 

of Cr steel (steel 1541) could not be uniquely identified but are 

probably Cr
23

c6 •. 

5. In the case of alloy steels it \vas not possible to reduce the 

dislocation density or increa.se the size of precipi ta.tes by slight 

beam heating of thick areas, but thin areas near the edges polygonizecL 

6. In the case of Mo steel (1398): some mecha.nica.l tuinning in 

austenite was observed after 30% deforma.tion. This effect has not 

been reported previously. 

7- The dark field technique has been shown to be of considerable 

significance in studying important substructures lil<::e precipitates, 

twinning) etc. 

D. Summary of Observations on Martensites 

1. As for the austeni tes, ma:ctensi tes from 0 and 8% deformed st.eels 

show no precipitation, while those of 30% deformed steels.shoH 

precipitation. 

2. The amount of transformation twinning decreases as the extent of 

deformation increases: until after 30% ausforming veYy little tHinning 

is observed. 

/ 
/ 
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3. Retained austenite from 30%'ausformed steels shov.r preci1,1itation 

>· and a very high density of dislocations. 

4 .. Ausformed steel 1410 is found to be most susceptible to lovr 

i temperature tempering in the mic1~oscope \vi th rapid grovrtl:. 

precipitates. Ausformed alloy steels resist tempering; in that.the 

precipitates do not grow appreciably and the dislocation density does 

not drop. 

5. No generalizations can be made regarding the influence of 

temperature or change of size of the martensite -plates; after various 

. . ausforming treatments • 

. .. 



IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Precipitation in Austenite 

The experimental observations have shmm that precipitation of 

carbid.es in austenite takes -place in ausformed steels after a certo.in 

d.eformation. Previous vorkers have shOim 7: 18 
by thermcdyna~nic 

arguJnents that the diffusi vi ty for the various alloying elements 

involved is favorable for such 2. precipitation. In almost all inves-

tigations of precipitation on substructures in iron base alloys 

(reviewed by Keh et al. 30), a high density of d.isloca;tion favors 

formation of fine precipitates, probably because d.islocations provide 

a high density of nucleation sites, and/or that diffusion is increased. 

as a result of the high concentration of vacancies vrhich are generated 

during plastic d.eformation. The absence of precipitation in steels 

deformed. 8% or less and the comparatively lowel' mechanical prop2:r.'ties 

of suet. steels suggest that precipitation is favored by lare;e deforms.-

tions. The d.ifficulty of precipitation is thus probably one of 

nucleation since when precipitation takes place on closely SIJaced 

nucleation sites, the volume of material in the matrix from ;.:hich 

precipitating constituents can d.iffuse to a site is limi te(l. Thus 1 

nuclei, in order to grmv, will have to redissolve and d.iffuse to 

.other sites. This process is lil~ely to occur only on tempering at 

high temperatures. In the absence of any tempering effect, the l1ir;he1' 

the amount of d.eforma.tion, the greater are the number of nucleation 

sites possible~ and. this means that precipitates are finer and more 

t 
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closely spaced. Both these favor high meche.nical strength as has been 

observed. 3 

It is likely that some tempering takes place in ~Ghe microsccpe 
I 

during observation. .It should be emphasized; ho1vever; that e.11: the 
I 

·specimens in the electron microscopes e.re examined U.'1der identical 

conditions and, therefore; if precipitation occurred by beam heatine; 

alone, specimens· de.fOJ~med 0 and. 8% 'dould have also shmvn evidence for 

precipitation. Since this is, not found; it is concluded that tll.e 

precipitation observed is ~ssentie.lly deformation depenclent. 'I'he size 

and separation of precipitates is therefore dependent on the te;n.perature 

and degree of deformation and subsequent tempering. AI~ter precj.pi tates 

have reached their maximum size; no fv.rther change can take place; 

W.'1lessthe steel is ·subjected to a temperature high enough to redissolve 

some of the precipitates so that others can grov. 

The observations also shmv that precipitates are retained by 

martensite during the phase transformation. The effect of tempering 

on growing precipitates should be ~ore rapid in the case of martensite 

than in the case of austenite; because the solubility of carbon in 

martensite is lower. Precipitation is also observed in Ni-steel · 

(steel 1410); but this steel does not have as high mechanical properties 

a.s the other ausformed steels. In this steel (1410); the precip:i.tates 

produced by deformation are cementite. From the tem·pering behavior· of 

.conventional stee.ls ~ conta.ining noncarbide-forming elements; it is 

known that cementite particles gro-vr easily and this is accompanied by 

a deteqoration of tensile strength during the early stages of the 
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tempering process. It is also observed in the present case) that 

cementite precipitates grm·r easily (Figs. 17 and 2;·)) and that purposely 

heating the foils in the microscope causes rapid grmrch into a 

Vlidm~mstatten pattern. It is therefore suggested tha.t the compo.rat:i.vely 1 

poor properties of steel 1410 are due to the ease \.rith \·lhich precipj.tates 

can grow. 

Similar experiments in the microscope on the other steels si101·;ed 

no evidence for gro1nh of precipitates. This result is attributed to 

the fact that the temperati..cre v.ras not high enough to favor grovth. 

Indeed) this is confirmed by the observed. tempering behavior or~ ausformecl 

steels. where the mechanical properties are maintained. to a temperatu.r-e as 

B. Retained Austenite and Effect of Deformation on Martensite 

·The retained austenite observed in ausformed martensi -t.es contains 

a high density of dislocations) vihich represents a contribution from 

the austenite to martensite transformation as T..;eJ.l as the dislocations 

inherited from the deformed austenite. It ·Has not possible to arrive 

at any q_uantitative calcula.tions of dislocation density fol' de:f'c~rmecl 

austeni tes or martensi tes because the density iva.s very hiQ;h. It is 

estimated that the latter is certainly about 1012jcm2 or higher. 

The amount of reta.ined austenite observed in 30% deformed ausformed. 

steels is larger compa.red to the retained austenite of uncl.eformed si:eels. 

18 
This is explained by Thomas et a.l. on the basis that the propa::;ation 

of martensite nuclei is hindered by the presence of high density of 

dislocations and carbide particles in the path of the gro\·7ing nuclei. 
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The martensite plates; in general; had no uniform shape or size as can 

be seen by the various micrographs· (Figs. 19; 21; 24). Some o:C t.be 

areas (e.g._Figs. 20; 23) shm·led martensite -plates side by sj.de; lvhile 

others did not (Fig. 19). This is possibly dependent on the reasons 

given earlier and also the fact that the grNlth of martensite plates 

may be stopped at times by other martensite plates. 

From the analysis of various diffraction patte1·ns (as is obvious 

from the micrographs also); it was found that martensites of va:c·yinc; 

orientations were present; and that the relationship of austenite 

orientation to martensite orientation could not be generalized in· t.!v~ 

case of deformed specimens. It 1-ra.s al1v2.ys found; hm.,rever; that one or 

the [lll]A was nearly parallel to one of the [llO]JYl) even though the 

same region may contain mar"censi tes of t'w or more orientations (Figs. 

Yne substructure of ausformed martensites: i.e. the presence of 

·high density of dislocation.s and absence of tvinning is believed to be 

responsible for. the higher ductility of ausformed steels compared. to 

normally treated steels~ 31 The high density of dislocations pr·c::vents 

the nucleation of cracks by slip. Tl·tinning in body centered. st:cuctures 

k b . 32 
is nown to e an important.cause of fracture. From its almost 

complete absence· in ausformed steels exarnined in this invest:l.f,G.tion: 

it would seem that the decreS:sed amou.'1t of twinning is cf . t ~ 
cons:Lo.erab..Le 

importance for enhanced u:J.ctili ty of ausformed steels.· 

. •(· 

In this section only the factors· influencing the presence (:,:e 

- -· .... - ···-- .. ~ -·· -
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t"'ivinning in ausformed steels will be considered.. The electron dif:fr2.c-

tion -patt~rns from tivinned regions and their crystallographic aspects 

are explained in Appendix II. 

The experimental observations clee.rly shoH that the extent. of 

transformation tvrinning in ma~·tensites decreases 
.. , 

\·ll -en increasing amOUJ.1t 

of deformation of the metastable austenite prior to transformat~on. ~G 

is very likely that tvTins Ins..y be entirely absent for greater d.efoi·-rnc:.tions. 

The factors known to affect transformation twinning in ma::.·tensi te 

·are: 

l. There .is more twinning the higher the carbon 
14 

and/ or nid;:el
16 

contents. As both these elements lover the Jvls temperature of steel, 

this means· that a lov Ms teJTl}_)erature favors h1inning. This is to be 

.expected since in most metals ( Cu fer example33), lmv temperature 

favors mechanical t-winning. The irflportant factor must be the ter;lpera-

ture dependence of the critical l·esolved shear stress for slip or t•diD!1inc;. 

2. All alloying elements in steels except Co are knmrn to lower ·the 

Ms and thus should favor twinning. 

3. Little is known about the effect of stacking fault energy on the 

transformation substructure, though Kelly and Nutting27 postulated 

that twinning is favored by high stacking fault energy of the austenite::;. 

T'n~ w'+h t' ' ~· o · • • b S - s · · 16 · ... s agrees l" ne ooserva~_,lon OJ. "tWlnnlng y v;enn anc. pelcn ln 

Fe-Ni steels, as Ni is '1-·.no'im to raise the stacking fault energy of 

austenite. However, frCl:l wor}\: 011 face centered . - 26 v cubic meGaJ..s '- .J, 
. . . 

. . 

is expected that the lm;er the stad:ing :fault energy; the hie;her is 

the tendency to twin. Tnis vTOuld suggest that ,.,:.th :::-ege.rd to tr·ans-
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formation tvrinning) the effect· of solutes on Ms is nore impoc~tsx::"c thc.n 

their effects on stacll:ing fault energy~ 

The -present results. show· clearly that increasine; de:for:'i:.s:ti.on of 

austenite opposes ti·Tinnin·g. This can be due to the effect. of deform:l-

tion and. the associated precipitation of carbiO..es i·Thich dilute the 

solid. solution; both these factors are lmmm to raise Ms. All tne 

solutes examined. in the present case (e.g. v-'1.-) Cr) and_ Mo) are knO\·m 

. ~4 ~5 ?6 
to lm-rer the stacldng fault energy . .) ~.) ) .J Their depletion by precip-

• t .1- • h. l d • .l l. f ' .l..h + 1•' " l"- 0 

l avlOn s .ou_ J c1ere ore, ralse '-' e s .... ac.'\.lng Iau_._. energy a.nQ fc.vor 

twinning according to Kelly and Nutting. 
27 

Since this \·ras not so J it 

further shmvs that Ms temperature rather .than stacl~ing .fault ene1'GY of 

the austenites is the important factor in determining· tvinninc;. 

It is also 1vorth noting that transformation hrinning occurs in 

body centered martensite and since the bod,y centered structures ir_ 

general have high stacking fault energy) the latter parameter cannot be 

·very important .in steels vhj_ch undergo the martensitic i:.rs.nsform::::.tion. 

No observation of faulted martensi tes have been niade in s"c.eels u~-:erc2.s 

Cu-Al alloys of low stacl~ing fault energy undergo the lattice invariant 

shear by. propagation of faults.37 

.. In the present 1.;rod;: t~Yinning was· also observed·. in a fe\·7 cases oi' 

· mechanically deformed .austeni tes and retained. austenites (see Figs. ll 

and 26). This effect can be explained on the basis of stacl<::ing fault 

' energy alone. ~">lhile there are no accurate measurements of the stac}(il1;2 

fault energies of the alloys examined here, Mo is lmmm to strongly 
. ~~ 

lo<ier the stacking fault energy of aus<:2ni te . .)) .!-\.s mentioned previously 

-i1-i1To d.e.ta are available on effect of V on stacldng. fo.ult energy· oi· 
austenites) but ol)serVat.i.ons 011 effect o·r otb.ei· solutes _s·i..:.ggt.~st; ·1..:1-lcl_,t. 
V also 10\·?\-"!:::-;.J ·t~.l-::·;~ sta,cJ::ir~g ·.f:?.\ .. J.-~(. . f.-.. ~·~··:···-~-· •. 
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fault ·energy may be st:i.ll lm.;rc;r bec2:..1.se of local segrec;c.:t,j_c,;·l. 

Since the removal of alloying elements fl"om solid. solut:i.cn ·by 

precipitation vould raise the stacldng fault energy and. hence cp}:!Ose 

twinning in austenite 7 it 'ilould. ino.irectly seen (from the observation 

f . •.!.. t 'th' 'h .;. . . .!.. • , Pirr il ";.,, 2C:) 0 preclpl va es ·''Tl • ln -c. e vVlnS lD a us venl -ces; e.g. o: -oS. -'-- c.r.c, u 7 

that precipitation cannot take place concurrently l·ii th deformation m:~ 

austenite, at least in the early stages. 'I'his is supp-:;rted. by the 

observations of' serrated. yielding of austenite during tensile test.s.
18 

Furthermore; no large precipitates i·iere observed._, even in steels 

deformed at 500°C. If the precipitation bad. taken place side by sj_de 

or preceding the deformation, there 1wuld be at least some particles 

vrhich '\-lOUld have been of co:mpa1·atively large size or at least tbere 

would be a broad range or precipitate sizes observed. The cbserve.tions 

(Figs. 5, 67 18) seem to suggest that this is not so, and. the,t it may 

be that the nucleation starts durir>.g the later stages of d.eformat:Lon: 

'ili th slov gro'l-ith occurring vith the passe.ge of time. This is sin;ilar 

t.o strain aging, wi tb possibly the aging taking place in a short. time. 

As the martensi tes observed in this 'ilork vTere not obtained by q_·c.encl'dnc; 

im.>nediately. after defo:rme,tion, but. the. q_uenching 1-1as clone at a l.s:tc:c· 

time, aging could have tal\:en .place in the time before q_uencbing. So 

far there is no experimental evidence to sugc;est .!..' • 
vL1J..S 

'0 
phenomenon; but the observations of substructure s.nd serrated. yiclcl:Lng.J..u 

would indicate such a possibiHty. 
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D. Strength of Ausformed Steels 

In this section t.he observation of substruc"c.uTe '.·rill be related. 

to strength. Neglecting the inherent lattj.ce f:cic"cion st:::·ess and ........ .._.. ... o' 

solid solutio!". strengthe:1ing d.ue to substi tu"c.ional alloyinB; elements 7 

as they are comparatively small 7 there are five rnai:'1 factors i·.rhich are 

·important in strengthening. Substructural observations of tbe present 

ivorl<:: suggest the folloving about each cf these five factol'S: 

1. Martensitic Grain Size 

Although optical mete.llographic exam.ination of ausformed. steels 

indicates a decrease in martensi tic grain size vi th au.sforrr:ing 7 when 

individual martensite plates are exa·mined in the electron mic1·oscope) 

no such trend.is apparent. In fact) martensite grain sizes (i.e. 

l·rid.th ·of plates) 
0 

i·rere observed from as sr:1all as 300A (some of' tl1e 

martensites in Fig. 28) to a fel·l microns and greater (e.g. a.s in Fig. 25) 

· vhich shov1s a single plate). This vTOrk would therefore clearly indicate 

that there is no systematic variation of martensj_te plate size vith 

ausforming)so that it is difficult to correlate grain size vith 

strengthening. In view of other overri~ing parameters to be discussed 

in the following 7 it is felt that this contribution is small. 

2. Twinning 

As already discussed in Section IV-C) .the almost complete absence· 
•. 

of tWinning in 30% ausformed steels -vrould eliminate ti·linninc:; as a 

factor in strengthening of ausformed steels. ·. Hm·:ever) the e.bsence of 

t•,.,rinning is. favorable to d.uctili ty. 

3. Carbon Content 
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martensites) the strength levels achieved vary from 80)000 psi for O~sc 

to 280,000 psi for o.S'foc. 12 In the present case, the base composition 

had a carbon content of 0. 3'/o. However, ·since ausforming results in 

precipitation of alloy carbides, carbon is depleted from the solid 

solution~ The amount of carbon remaining in solution would be dependent 

on the amount of carbide forming element present, and on the extent to 

vrhich precipitation has progressed (i.e. depending on the amount of 

deformation and temperature). In steel 1398, for example, MaC precip-

itates prior to the transformation. A simple calculation shovrs that the 

ratio of atomic percentages of carbon to molybdenum is 1:2, and thus, 

tl1e probability of carbon remaining in solution is small. Similarly, 

for steel 1402 ·in which VC precipitates the amount of vanadium is nearly 

1.5 times that vrhich vrould be req_uired to use up all of the carbon as 

VC. These considerations would suggest that the effect of carbon 

in solution must be small. Furthermore, in practice)· steels ·are subse-

q_uently tempered, so that almost all of the carbon vrould be removed from 

solid solution. 

4. Precipitation 
. . . 

From the structural observations, disloc·ations and precipitates are 

the dominant features and thus presumably control the strength. T:'1eir 

contribution,. hovrever, is related in the sense that creation of d:Lsloca-

tions and accompanying point defects aid in precipitation, while crea-

tion of precipitates aid in increasing the dislocation density by 

pinning the dislocations and by providing 'sites for dislocation 

multiplication. To be beneficial in strengthening, the precipitate 

... 
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Kelly and particles should be strong enough to resist shearing. 

Nicholson38 have shovm that the critical s~ze; r ; of 
. . 2 c 

a particle ,,,hich 

. l d . t h · · . b 2G b • h G wou~ res~s s earlng ~s glven y r = w ere c . rcy 
is shear modulus, 

b the Burger's vector, y is dependent on the values of shear modulus 

G' and Burger's vector b' for the particle.· They derive a value of. 

r = 2b for G' = lOG and b' = b and r = 20b for G' = G and b' = b. As 
c c 

the particle size in the present case is higher than these values 

(though no data for G' of carbides are available; they are in the 

0 

range of G- 5G) e.g.; from Fig. 18(a) the carbide size of 50 - 150A 

is obtained, it is unlikely that carbides will be sheared by dislocations. 

Since the values of G'.and b' for carbides are not available; Thomas 
. 18 . . 

et al. proposed .that y may be related to the bond energies of the. 

carbides. Their calculations also show· that carbides are U."llikely ,to 

be sheared. 

The strengthening due to carbides; if considered alone 1 ,,,ill be 

·essentially of an Orowan type. Hmvever; the material .is already in a 

worl< hardened state due to the presence of a. high density of dislocat~Lons. · 

Thus; the engineering yield strength is_,really a flow stress measurement 

which·will not depend on the particle-particle spacing, but rather on 

the total dislocation density. The contribution to strength of the 

particles must therefore be accounted for, not on the basis of Oro·wan 
•. 

yielding; but rather on their effect on the total dislocation density. 

This is considered in the next section. 

5. Dislocation Density 

The substructural observations of ausformed steels on both. s.usteni tes 

and martensite clearly indicate mn ~ncre~~e ~n dislocation dcn$ity with 
' 

··~·-~ 
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prior deformation of austenite. The total dislocation density j_s the 

sum of contributions from the effects of deformation, dislocation 

multiplication at the precipitates, and dislocati ens generated clm·ing 

the phase transformation. Although it is not possible to measure 

the dislocation density accurately from the observations of thin foils, 

the maximum value in a. crystal cannot exceed 10
16 

lines/cm
2

. The struc-

ture is essentially work hardened and using the usual relationship for 

30 flow stress~~ and neglecting the friction stress,~ = 0 G b J~, where 

0 is a constant ~ 1/4, G is the shear modulus, b ~Burger's vector of 

the dislocation and N the dislocation density. In general, for plasti

cally deformed metals,. N has been observed to range from 1010 to 1012 

lines/cm2 . 39 In dispersion strengthened materials, provided the second 

phase is not cut by dislocations, the dis.location multiplica:tion rate 

is greater than in the absence of dispersoids because of dislocation-

particle interactions. Previous work has estimated that the rate is 

0 40-42 increased by about a factor of flve. This would give a disloca-

tion content of ausformed martensite 01~ about 1013 lines/ cm2 , "'hich is 

consistent with estimates from the micrographs. 

Putting this number into the flm.,r stress eg_uation, ~ is of the 

order of G/50. 6 
For steels G = 12 x 10 psi so the strength is calcu-

lated to be about 240,000 psi. The maximum strength for the alloy 

steels is 210,000 psi. The agreement is c~ose enough to state that 

the high strength of ausformed martensite is primarily due to the hie;h 

dislocation density. 
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E. Parameters of Ausform::.ng 

From substructural observations alone, it vas not possible to 

determine any influence of temperature of ausforming, as has also been 

reported. 8 The substructural differences betveen ausf'ormed steels 

containing carbide forming alloying·elements and steel 1410 vere not 

fou."ld to be large. Precipitation of Fe
3
c in ausformed ll+lO. inc1·eases 

·the strength slightly over conventionally treated 1410. Hovever, the 

tendency for growth of Fe
3
c with tempering rapidly causes a deteriora

. tion in strength. The difference between carbide forming alloying 

elements on the dislocation density and size and. distribution of pre-

cipitates could not be .established by substructural investigation 

alone, though Thomas et al., using thermod.ynamical considerations 

have shown that Mo is most beneficial and Cr least, vhich is in agree-

. 18 
ment with the mechanical property measurements. From the slie;ht 

tempering work done in the microscope, it seems that the alloy steels 

are little affected; though systematic tempering experiments may be 

necessary to arrive at the full importance.of this parameter. 

In future studies it would be difficult from the observed. su.bstruc-

tural changes alone to correlate carbon content, total alloy composition 

or austenitizing temperature and their influence on dislocation density 

or size and distribution of precipitates. However, the presence or 

. · absen~e of twinning is easily recognized by electron microscopy . 

The carbon content is of considerable practical importance. On 

the basis of the present viOrk) one of the roles of deformation is 

established as causing precipitation. Theoretically therefore, for 

a given size a.nd distribution of precipi tat.ion desired, .one can co.lcul(;ltc 



the ammmt of carbon required) e.g. for MoC precipitation) say average 

precipitate particles of 50A diameter; uniformly distributed at lOOA 

separation) would_ req_uire theoretically l. 75% Mo and 0 .22%C. It 't~ould 

thus seem that in an alloy of say 3% Mo; a carbon content of 0.39~ rrould 

be enough for MoC precipitation. Whatever excess carbon is present in 

solid solution will be an added benefit in solid solution strene;thening 

but its limitations should be pointed out; too. A higher percentage of 

carbon gives rise to poorer ductility and more retained austenite. Also; 

greater stresses will be required for the ausforming deformation. 

A higher percentage of carbon would tend to give internally 

trlinned martensite pla:tesJ and this should adversely effect the ductility. 

One can apply similar theoretical considerations in selection of sub-

stitutional alloying elements. The solid solution strengthening from 

these is probably small; unless the stacking fault energy is changed 

appreciably;-
6 

One function of solutes is to cause a favorable Ms and a 

bay region in the TTT diagram for the process to be carried out at 

appropriate temperatures and for sufficient times rri thout t.:;.·ansformat:i_on. 

Secondly; enough of the most beneficial carbide formers (those iv"hich 

will diffuse easily and whose precipitates will not be sheared under 

stress) should be present. Some of the alloying elements '1-lill have to 

be controlled on the basis of other specific properties of steels; e.g. 

weldability; corrosion resistance) etc.J·and they are not considered 

here. 

Most alloying eiements which could be beneficial in ausforming are 

also those rrhich lmrer IVlS and consequently favor transformation tvinnine; 

.. ., -- ... - --· -----· ~-- ·- ~ -- -------------·-·· ~ ·-· 
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in martensite. In addition, as observed in the present case for steel 

1398, a large addition of a particuiar alloying element may lm.rer the 

stacking fault energy of austenite and favor mechanical ti.;inning 

during deformation. A large addition of alloying elements may also 

lower the Mf temperature such that large amounts of retained austenite 

may be obtained. 

F. Control of Properties 

In this section, in the light of previous and present observations 7 

possible ways of achieving the highest possible engineering strength 

(i.e.) high U.T.S. and desirable ductility) vrill be discussed.. 

Obtaining higher strengths 1vould reg_uire that as many barriers to 

dislocation motion be provided as possible; -v.rithout introducing other 

substructures such as t-vrinning which might impair the ductility. As 

shmm in the present work) t-vro effective barriers to dislocation motion 

are the high density of dislocations and precipitates. 

As mentioned previously, the strengthening due tq the dislocations 

is given by T = 13 G b JN _(page 34). The maximum value N can have is 

;,__ lo16 . h. h . t' th . 11 b :- , ~n w ~c case s-creng ns of e order of G vli e obtain.::d. 

Since the theoretical strength limit is G/15, the maximum dislocation 

.density will be :::::: 10
14

. Hmrever 1 in these cases little or no plastic 

flow can be expected. Even so, there is a limit to the possible 

dislocation density obtainable by static deformation, though , conven-

tional ausforming static deformation induces precipitation and so 

-provides more sites for dislocation multiplication. It is believed 

that explosive deformation as a means for substantially increasj.ng 
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dislocation densities needs to be explored more, especially in the case 

of ausformed steels. 

It is known that the dislocation density can be considerably 

increased -vri th explosive deformation; e.g. by explosively deforming 

nicll:el, cell sizes of half those obtained by static deformation are 

obtained. 17 This would roughly double the dislocation density. As 

multiplication at precipitates increases the dislocation density by 

about a factor of 5; dislocation densities as high as those allowed 

by theoretical strength ·ma.y be attained. u •t .· kn 17,26 
~owever 7 l lS ·_oWL1; 

that explosive deformation ca.n induce twinning in FCC metals after a 

-particular value of -pressure (de-pending on the teclmio~ue of shocl~ 

loading). is attained. This value of -pressure has been sho-vm to de-pend 

on the stacking fault energy of the Cu-Al FCC alloys.
26 

In iron
43 

explosive deformation has been shown to induce allotropic tra.nsforma-

tions at high pressures ( 170 kbar and higher). Thus, if the composi tio.n 

and -pressure can be properly controlled so that occurrence of tHinnine; 

and other -phase changes are avoided, it 'I·Till be interesting to see how 

much rise in dislocation density and strength can be obtained by 

shock loading ausformed steels in austenitic and marten5itic states. 

The role of .the precipitates in dislocation multiplication in this 

case should be interesting also. 

Precipitates in alloys ce.n be either already present (e.g. in 

dispersion hardened alloys) or later induced by some heat treatment 

(as in age hardening). If the particles do not deform
7 

they control 

the yield strength by the OrO'I·Tan relationship, i.e., 2Gb 
1' = -- .P, J!, ) 
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being the particle-particle separation in the· slip pla!1e. Hov12ver) in 

the present case) precipitation -vras induced by deformation 7 i.e. there 

.. are large numbers of dislocations and precipitates simultaneously built 

.. into the structure. In this case the role of precipitates in strength-

ening is through increasing the dislocation ciensity. The precipitates 

may be deformable or undeformable. 
\ "8 

As shown by Kelly and Ni.cholson 7 .) · 

' ivhether a precipitate .is deformable or not depends on y J the surface 

energy of the precipi te.te. It can be shown that y is directly dependent 

on the bond energy of the precipite.ting phaseJ and thus the higher the 

bond energyJ the stronger the particle in resisting shearing. For 

higher strengths thenJ. stronger pa;r.ticles of small sizes vrould be more 

beneficial (where the size and distribution is controlled through 

composition and degree of deformation) 7 tha!1 particles which l·rould 

deform easily. HovlENer J easily deformable particles may give greater 

ductility by their deformation at_the levels of the critical stress to 

shear these particles. :By pro-per selection of these -particles J i.e. 

by a study of the de-pendence of y on bond strengthJ it should be possible 

to obtain material$ with desirable ductilities at higher strength levels. 

It may also be possible to introduce some such deformable -particles 

beforehand and then introduce dislocations through explosive deforma-

tion. A combination of various of these parameters should enable 

stronger ~~d tougher materials to be made. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

l. . Precipitation is observed in all of ·the 30'% ausformed steels in 

both austenitic and martensitic conditions. Precipitation is not 

observed in und.eformed or 8% ausformed steels. It is shovm that a 

critical amount of deformation is necessary to nucleate the precipitates, 

and that their growth rate is very small, unless the temperature is 

high enough to red.issolve the precipitates. 

2. The benefit of precipitates to properties is by providing sites for 

dislocation multiplication and by pinning the d.islocations. 

3. Carbon in steels is essential if ausforming is to improve properties. 

Solid solution strengthening due to carbon is small because of its 

removal due to precipitation of carbides. A high carbon content in 

solution is harmful to d.uctility, it increases the amount of retained 

austenite, and probably changes the desired microstructure from 

dislocated to twinned martensite. 

4. The high strength of ausformed steels is primarily due to the very 

high dislocation density (~lo13jcm2 ). The total dislocation density 

includes contributions from deformation of austenite, multiplication 

at the precipitates, and. from the invariant shear strain d.uring the 

phase transformation. 

5. Precipitates are also observed. in ausformed Fe-28Ni-0.3C, but due 

to the ease with which cementite can grow, as compared to in other 

steels, its strength is inferior. 

6. In conventional steels, transformation twinning during the marten-

sitic reactions is favored primarily by the effect of solutes on the 
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Hs temperature of the steel. The rise of Ms) due to deformation ancl 

depletion of solutes by precipitation) consideraby decreases the extent 

of t·h'inning in ausformed steels . 
. • 

7. The absence of tvTinning and presence of a very high density of 

dislocaticns are favora'ole to ductility of ausformed steels. 

8. Mechanical twinning was observed in austenites of some steels and 

is thought to be due to the effect of solutes on the stacking fault 

energy of austenite. 

9· The selection of suitable carbide forming alloying elements and 

their amounts should depend on their diffusivity) their effects on 

stacl\:ing fault energy and Ms and M_,. temperatures) besides considera-
J. 

tions specific for a :particular application. 

10. To achieve still higher strengths) explosive deformation of 

ausfonned steels as a means of increasing dislocation density may be 

used. For better ductility) at high strengths) explosively deformed 

dispersion hardened materials containing deformable dispersoids or 

a.usformed steels of proper composition so as to. result in deformable 

precipitates may be beneficial. 

-· 
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APPEI'.JDIX I 

44 
The follovring is quoted from a letter from the Ford Labora"co:cy 

regarding the thermal mechanical treatment of steels used in this 1vorl(. 

"Tne steels used vrere vacuwn melted and vacuum cast in 25 lb. ingots. 

They were hot worl-:ed to a rough blank size at l200°C. Prior to ausform-

. . 
ing the steels_Here machined to various sizes such that each deformation 

would produce a finished flat sample 0.125 in. thick, 1.5 in. vide and 

about 8 in. long. The samples vrere re-solutioneci at l200°C or l29ooc·:\-

for l hour,·air cooled to 500°C or l00°C and deformed 8 and 30% reduc-

tion in thickness J and vrater q_uenched. The samples ·w-ere thinned by 

chemically polishing to 0.005 in. thick." 

·X·Alloy 1402 we.s · res·,olution heat treated s.t 1290°C. 
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APPE1'TIIX II 

Standard Projections and Analysis of Electron 
Diffraction Patterns from T-vrinned Regions 

A. Standard Projection 

All through this work, standard projections of different orienta-

tions -vrere often needed) and as they are not readily available, each 

time they had to be dra-vm for future use. Some of these are included 

here. All standard projections dre.im have been obtained by use of t1w 

zone la1.;rs, viz., ( l) poles of planes belonging to the same zone lie on 

the .same great circle, and (2) if (hF k
1

) .e1 ), and (h2 , k2 , £2 ) are 

indices of t>-10 planes belonging to .a zone [ uv-vr L all (H, K) L) planes 

whose indices are H = ~11 ± nh
2

, K 

and n being any integers, belong to the same zone. For example if in 

Fig. 48 (115 standard projection), the location of pole Oi3 is desired, 

it is seen that this pole lies on the great circle joining ii2 and 101 

[as ii2 + 101 = Oi3], and the great circle joining Oil and 001 [as 2 x 

001 + Oil = Oi3]. Hence, the intersection of these t-vro great circles 

gives the required pole. lJ.'his method is more accurage than dralving 

angles, in which the measurement is limited by graduations on the 

Y.lulff net (e.g. only 2 ° graduations on a 20 em net) . . A:rq other s tanda:::d 

projection can be dr.awn this 1.;ray. The projections included here are 

001, 011, 111, 012, 112) 122, 013, 113, 023, 123, 223, 331) 332, 014, 111·1-, 

015 and 115 [Figs. 32 to 48]. In each projection all 001, 011, lll and 

112 poles are sho,,ffi. 
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B. THinning 

Analyses of some electron diffraction patterns from ti-rinneci reg:Lons 

submitted in this 1vork is explained here. The tetragonali ty of Fe-Ni -C 

martensite is so sma1145 that it is not cietecta"ole within the accuracy 

_of this -vrork and hence the martensite is treated as bee. 

The analyses of electron diffraction pa:tterns .require the aid of 

stereographic projections) use of dark field. technique) and at times) 

calculations from the transformation matrix arrived at in previous 

bl o • 0 21 pu lCaL.lOns. From the application of the matrix it is seen that 

(l) in fcc structures -v;here ti-rinning planes are [lll}) the _first tvo 

alloved spots of an electron diffraction pattern lll and 200 Houlcl be 

superposed _on spots as listed in Table III) and similarly (2) in bee 

structures, vhere the tvinning planes are (112}, the first t-vro <~llo-vred 

spots 110 and 200 become coincident -vri th those listed in Table III. 

To avoid fractions, poles like 333, 600, 330 have been used in the Table 

'b • t 10'· lll t ~ 0 5 l 1 b . 0 0 - 0~ ecause vnen a spo ll\.e _ ransr orms "Go 3 3 3 y ""CHl!lnJ.ng) l" means 

that a 333 spot becomes coincident vith 511, similarly in the case of 

·bee a 411 spot shall coincide -vri th 330. \v'hen analyzing the diffraction 

patterns, the first step (especially in cases such as the ones und.er 

~onsideration), is to establish vhether the structure is fcc or bee. 

This is easily done by the use of dist~~ce ratio tables obtained from 

camera constant equations and angle tables. Once this is clone, fcc 

spots like 511 are watched for, e.g. in Fig. 26 (for a.us teni te) \olhcre 

the_ orientation is between [ 001] and [ 015], 151 spot is p1·esent. It 

is expected that after t-vrirming a 333 spot may co).ncide with 151:. and 
l 

.. ~ -~ ...... ·-
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333 

333 

333 

333 

6oo 

o6o 

006 
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TABLE III 

New· Indices PQ;.'i of the Pole pq_r After Tvinning·:.:- on 
hk£ for bee and fcc Using the Relations-

2h (hp + kq_ + Q"? .. ) 
~--p -p + 

' 2 .2 2 
n 1\: + £ 

Q 
2k (hp + l~q .er) 

-q + 
h2 1 2 .£2 -:- _\: + 

2£ (hp + kq -;- £r) 
R -r + ,2 k2 £2 n -,- + 

i hk& --t:.~ I 
-·~~ ' 

lll 1- ··----·-·-········-·-············ ... .. T--·1 
. . ;, i pqr v I 

333 330 
303 

ii5 033 
330 

l5l 30~ 
033 

5ll 6oo 
o6o 

244 006 

42L~ 

442 

112 

II4 
033 
303 
330 
!~Il 
141 
42l~ 
24-4. 
4!~2 

*Since the t1·1inning has been treated as reflection about the tHinning 

plane . in stereograms a.nd rotation e.bout the tvin axis in the Table} the 

two are related such that indices obtained by one are negative of the 

-'-h. 21 
OL. er · because in crystallography a t'..rofold axis and a mirror plane 

normal to the axis also means a center of syn1metr:y. 
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since in fcc the presence of a 333 spot vouJd. require the presence of 

a 111 spot, a lll spot is seen near 020. Ind.eed, dad;: field worl\: at 

this faint spot A changes contrast for the t'l·.rins (Figs. 26(b)). From 

the stereogram (Fig. 49) it is easily verii~ied that the tvrinning plane 

is (111). 

Similarly, in Fig. 25(b) (l·.rhich is from bee) where orientation 

is [ 113 L a 411 spot is present. By twinning it is lil\:ely to coincide 

with a 330 twin spot, the exact val\.J.e of which depend.s on the p_<>..rticular 

pla..'1e on ;.rhich the twins lie. The presence of a 330 spot implies the 

presence of the 110 spot, and it is seen that such a spot is present, 

(Figs. 25(b ).) . Since .in this case the t'lvinning plane. is established 

as (121), being perpendicular to the foil surface, no stereogram is 

required because the twinning can be treated by rotation along the 

tw~n axis (e.g. a line through origin perpendicular to 121). The 

extra spot present is therefore (liO)m· 
l 

However, "\;.his might not ahrays turn out to be so easy. Considering, 

for example, Fig. l3(from martensite) it is first established that the 

foil orientation is between ( 122] and [133 L a.nd Ii-11 spot is present. 

This suggests the possibility that this spot may coincide with 330 

after twinning, in ;.rhich case a 110 spot at 1/3 the distance vill also 

show up. In this case, however, the exact tvinning plane is not 

established without the stereographic analysis. From the stereo.sram 

in Fig. 50, it is seen that the twins lie on the (l2l) plane; and the 

303 spot is actually superposed on the Ii-11 spot. From. the so.rne 

stereogram it is also seen that the t1·rins are discontinuous· along the 

..... · -· ... ~ ...... ·-·· ..,. .. ·-- ....... ~ ..... ~···-··"'r- .. 
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trace of (Oll)) the slip plane in this case. The dark field micrograph 

at the (llO)T spot in Fig. 51 verifies this analysis. 

The method described so far has been fou.YJ.d to be applicable in 

most of the cases found in this ·1-1ork. Another exa.mple for t1·1ins in 

Fig. l6(b) shall be given. Figure 52(b) gives the diffraction pattern 

and Fig. 52(a) gives the dark field micrograph at spot A. It is easily 

found that the matrix is bee vri th [115] orientation. By stereographj_c 

analysis) Fig. 53) the t1vinning ·plane is found to be (l2l) so that 

·after twinning the 411 spot coincides with ( 330 )T) and .the dark field 

wor};: at (llO)T spot which nm.; shovrs up) reverses the contl"ast for the 

tvins. It is also seen that the tvrins are discontinuous along the 

slip plane (llO). 

The analysis of electron diffraction patterns in l·lhich all the 

tmn reflections superimpose on some of the matrix reflections has 

been described elsevhere21 and \·Jill not be discussed here. Figure ll(d) 

is an example of the diffraction pattern anticipated there. It is 

verified by the stereographic analysis in Fig. 54. 

This treatment of electron diffraction patterns from tvlinned. 

crystals is by no means complete as the specific cases may have to be 

separately treated. Hovever) the present analysis is shovn as ·part 

of the experience gained during this 'ivor}; and to establish some 

starting procedures for analyzing such patterns. 
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FIGUf-ili C.A.PTIONS 

l. Dislocations in undefcrmed auster.~.i te steel 1410 shOiving that some 

dislocations remain after austenitizing. In some areas, e.e;., (b) 

a relatively high residual dislocation density is observed. 

2. Residual dislocations in steel 1398 after austenitizing at l200°C. 

The foil orientation is [lll] and the dislocations lie along the 

(lll} planes. 

3. Dislocation substructures in 8% deformed austenites. 

(a) Steel 1410) the foil orientation is [l23j and the dis

locs.tions again lie along the t1~aces of the (lll} planes.

(b) Steel 1402) the foil orientation is [lll]J and as in Fig. 2) 

the dislocations lie ori (lll} planes. 

(c) Steel 1541. Clusters of dislocations) most of 'lvhich are 

parallel to ( lll) or ( lli) ·plane,· the orientation of the 

foil being [110] . 

. 4. Dislocations in austenite of steel 1398 after 30~b deformation at . 

500°C showing random cell structure. 

5. (a) Bright field micrograph of austenite in steel 1398, 3076 

deformed at 500°C. The substructure shows dislocation tangles 

and precipitates vlhich are clearly seen in the darl<.: :field 

micrograph, (b) taken of the lll s·pot A in the diffraction -pattern) 

(c) notice the streaks near the 200 and o22 spots in (c). The 

diffraction pattern is in [Oll] orientation. 
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6. Steel 1398 as Fig. 5) sho-vling dislocation substructures and. 

• precipitation in (a) bright field: and (b) clarl<.: field tal:cn of 

s-pot A of diffraction pattern in (c). Notice the faint rings 

from carbides and increased intensity of these rings near matrix 

shots) e.g. near 200) 220) etc.: the diffraction pattern being [001]. 

7. Austenite in steel 1398) 30% ausformed at 500°C) shm-.ring a bend 

contour i~ (a) bright field and (b) dark field. Since the darli: 

field micrograph taken at s-pot A (in diffraction pattern (c~ also 

includes the streak near the s-pot 200) contrast reversal for 

precipitates is also obtained. 

8. Dislocation cell-substructures in austenites of 30% deformed (a) 

Cr steel (1541) and (b) V steel (1402). The dark field m:i,crographs 

of these). as in Figs. 5 to 7 sho-vr similar contrast reversal for 

-precipitates. 

9· A very thin edge of 30% deformed 1398 steel after polygonization · 

in the electron microscope due to slight beam heating. Precip:i.tates 

are seen to reverse contrast '''hen the dar;k field microgra-ph (b) 

is ta..";.en of A. The ring diffraction pattern in (c) proves tho.t 

austenite is polygonized and the carbides are of random orientations. 

Notice that the precipitates here are larger comparee. to prc;vious 

examples (Figs. 5 to 7). The precipitates are iden:tified G.s MoC: 

(see Table II and text). 

10. Polygonized area in a very thin foil of 30% deformed. Cr-stez::l 151.;.1. 

The dark field (b) is taken on a point A at the first. ring of tl1c 

diffraction -pattern (d):. i·:hile the darl~ field (c) is taken from 

inside this ring. 
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11. Mechanical twinning in austenite of steel 1398, deformed 30% at 

l00°C. 

12 •. Mid-rib twinned structures in martensite of undeformed transformed 

steel 1410. The density of twins decreases outwards from the. mid-

rib. 

13. Twinning in undeformed transformed steel 1398. Though the twinning 

is not apparent in (a), dark field at spot A shows presence of 

twinning in (b), which can be brought to better contrast by tilting 

as in (c) (bright field). The diffraction pattern in_this case is 

between [122] and [133]. The twins lie on (121), while they are 

discontinuous along the (Oll) plane. See Appendix II for details 

of diffraction pattern analysis. The orientation after twinning 

becomes [ 001]. 

14. Two twinned structures in martensites of 8% ausformed 1410 steel. 

In Fig. (a), a dark field micrograph very clearly shows the 

discontinuity of the twins along a sharp direction which corresponds 

to the trace of the slip plane. The twin density is seen to decrease 

away from mid-rib. In. (b) extensive twinning is shown in another 

region of the same steel. In both cases the ~winning plane·is (ll2)M. 

15. Martensitic structures in undeformed steel 1410. The size of the 

martensite plates in (a) are much smaller compared to that for 8% 

ausformed steel 1410 in Fig. 14(a), in which the mid-rib twinned· 

structure actually continues for about four times the length 

shown here. Notice also the dislocation substructure of untwinned 

martensite in (b). 

-. ~ 

.. 

. --~¥··------ -~- ·--------~---------------------------·--~..,..._....--~.:.-.--------·--~-------

----------------------------------------
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16. (a) Ymrtensite of various plate sizes in 8% ausformed ateel 

1410, the plates are of varying sizes, though nearly regular 

in shape~ 

(b) Twinned martensites and retained austenite in same steel, 

17. (a) 

the twins lie along the (i2l)M plane in a matrix of [115]. 

orientation and are again discontinuous along the slip plane 

(llO). Notice the smaller martensite plates (some of them 

only in weak contrast) at the left of the .photographs. 

Cementite precipitation in 8% ausformed steel 1410 induced 

by tempering in the microscope. The cementite gives ·strealm 

in the diffraction pattern (b), which lie normal to their 

:habit plane. 

18. Precipitation in martensite of 30% ausformed steel 1402. The 

precipitates are not visible in bright field, but are clearly 

seen in the dark field micrograph (b). The precipitates are 

0 0 

from 50 - 150A in size, and about 150 - 250A apart. 

19. Eetained austenite (y) and martensite (M) in 30% ausformed steel 

1402 showing precipitation and heavy dislocation density in both. 

Notice the nonuniform shape of martensite plates in dark field 

micrograph in (b). 

20. Retained austenite and martensite in 30% ausformed steel 15L~1 

showing a very high density of dislocation. 

21. Martensite in 30% ausformed steel 1402. (a) some plates (e·.g. M), 

show no disl,ocatians in one orientation, but tilting, as in (b) 

reveals the dislocation substructure. 

• ~ ~· "• ~.- ••·• ·-'""" • ••• -·•·--·•·~·•---·- -~~ ·-·· •• •••• •• .,,. ·• --•• ·--- : ••. u•·•·•;:----·-;-··-
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22. (a) Diffraction pattern from a martensitic-austenitic area in 

Fig. 23. 

(b) The analysis of Fig. 22(a). 

23 .. 30%ausformed steel 1402, the circled area in (a), shows where 

the diffraction pattern in Fig. 22 was taken.· (.b), (c) and (d) 

are the dark field micrographs taken at spots A, C and B, 

respectively. Martensite plate M1 changes contrast in (b) and M2 

in (c), while~ and (y) are seen to change contrast in (d). 

24. (a) Martensite and retained austenite in 30% ausformed steel 1541. 

(b) The diffraction pattern from the area circled in (a). 

25. Twinning in martensite of a 30% ausformed steel 1398. The 

diffraction pattern in (b) is in [113] orientation and the tvins 

lie on a (121) plane, normal to the foil surface. 

26. Twinning in retained austenite of 30% ausformed transformed steel 

1398. The twins are seen clearly in dark field micrograph (b), 

taken of the 111 twin spot A. The diffraction pattern is bet'\.;een 

[001] and [015] orients,tions. Notice the streak near the 200 spot 

as observed in austenite (e.g. Figs. 5 to 7). 

27. Transformation twinning in martensites of 30% ausformed steels (a) 

1410 and (b) 1541. The twinning plane in both structures of (112) . 
M 

28. (a) Martensite after sl'ight tempering in steel 1410 30% ausformed 

(b) In another area of the same foil, the precipitates at some 

places (e.g. A) have grown. 

29. 30% ausformed and transformed steel 1410, after more tempering in 

-·-···---·,~-~------··-•:'•"-,\"'0"-.,,,,,.r,__,....., 
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the microscope. The precipitates have grovm considerably on 

·'' preferential planes) (b) the continuation of the area in the left 

of micrograph in (a) area A being the same in both micrographs. 

The orientation of the micrograph in (b) in between [001] and 

[ 115] and the precipitates lie on traces on ( 112) .and ( 121) planes . 

30. Cementite precipitation by slight tempering in the microscope in 

steel 1410) ausformed 30% at 100°C. 

31. Diffraction pattern from the circled area in Fig. 30. The 

orientation is [211] and [001] Fe
3
c; 

a. ' 

32. Standard 001 projection for cubic crystals. 

33. Standard.Oll projection for cubic crystals. 

34. Standard 111 projection for cubic crystals. 

35. Standard 012 projection for cubic crystals~ 

36. Standard 112 projection for cubic crystals. 

37. Standard 122 projection for cubic crystals. 

38. Standard 013 projection for cubic crystals. 

39· Standard 113 projection for cubic crystals. 

· 40. Standard 023 projection for cubic_ crystals. 

41. Standard 123 projection for cubic crystals. 

42. Standard 223 projection for cubic crystals. 

43. Standard 331 projection for cubic crystals. 
.. 

44. Standard 332 projection for cubic crystals. 

45. Standard 014 projection for cubic crystals. 

46. Standard 114 projection for cubic crystals. 

47. Standard 015 projection for cubic crystals. 

48. Standard ll5 'PrOjection for cu'b1e eryetals. 
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49. Stereogram showing the analysis of diffraction ~attern in Fig. 26. 

50. Stereographic a.nalysis of diffraction pattern in Fig. 13, shmving 

the trace of twin plane and the trace of the pl~~e along which 

twins are discontinuous. 

51. .Dark field micrograph of (llO)T spot in Fig. 13(d) verifying the 

analysis described in text and Fig .. 50. 

52. (a) Dark field micrograph at spot A. 

(b) Selected area diffraction pattern for twinned area in 

Fig. 16(b). 

53. 115 stereogram illustrating the analysis of diffraction pattern in 

Fig. 52(b). The twin plane and the trace· of the plane of discon

tinuity of twins is also shown. 

54. Stereographic analysis of the diffraction pattern in Fig. ll(d). 

. .. 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 24 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






